
IBM Tivoli® Netcool/OMNIbus version 7.3.1 helps with performance and high availability 

through a multitier system architecture. The architecture has three layers: the collection 

layer, the aggregation layer, and the display layer. In this training module, you learn 

about this multitier system architecture and the components in each of the three layers.  
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After you complete this training, you can plan an implementation, understand the 

function of each multitier layer, and check the flow of event messages within this 

architecture. 
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The multitier system architecture of IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus version 7.3.1 is the 

successor to the Event System Framework in version 7.3.0. If you plan to migrate an 

Event System Framework system to the multitier system architecture, extract any Event 

System Framework customizations and apply those customizations to the multitier 

system architecture. On this slide, you see descriptions of the three layers of the 

architecture. 
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In this diagram, the colors orange, green, and blue identify the three system layers. The 

collection layer is shown in orange. It has one or more ObjectServer pairs, which are 

connected to the aggregation layer through unidirectional gateways. The aggregation 

layer is shown in green. It has a dual and resilient ObjectServer pair. This pair is 

connected through a bidirectional gateway. The display layer is shown in blue. It comes 

from the aggregation layer by using a unidirectional gateway to each display layer 

ObjectServer. One or more display ObjectServers are in IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus 

multitier system architectures. Primary and backup ObjectServers must adhere to the 

syntax _P for primary ObjectServers, and _B for backup ObjectServers. For more 

information about multitier high availability, see the URL shown on the slide.  
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The collection layer accelerates event processing. Events are both collected and 

deduplicated in the collection layer. Although minimal event message processing is 

performed at the collection layer, event messages can be held at the collection layer to 

prevent overloading on the upper aggregation layer. The configuration setting that 

expires event messages is at the collection layer. Some of the more common clients 

that provide information to the collection layer are probes, monitors, IBM Tivoli 

Monitoring, and the Tivoli Enterprise Console. 
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The collection layer has pairs of ObjectServers with a unidirectional gateway connected 

to each pair. The unidirectional gateways are used to forward events to the aggregation 

layer. 
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In the aggregation layer, events are correlated and enhanced through various 

components, as listed on the slide. These components, which come from the collection 

layer, are used to process and enhance event messages. You must ensure that only 

one aggregation ObjectServer has active primary-only triggers and that you use the 

correct ObjectServer nomenclature. You must also ensure that the ObjectServer 

properties BackupObjectServer and ActingPrimary are set correctly after deployment. 
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For probes, you must use the Server and ServerBackup properties, rather than the 

virtual ObjectServer, AGG_V. Using these properties ensures ObjectServer failover and 

failback, when PollServer and NetworkTimeout are set correctly. 
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The display layer provides network event information to its users. The main users are 

IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus web GUI and event list users. Other users include IBM 

Tivoli Monitoring users, Tivoli Service Request Manager ticket gateway users, and 

users of custom network integrations with IBM Tivoli Netcool/OMNIbus version 7.3.1. 
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The display layer is made from one or more ObjectServers, with each ObjectServer 

connected to the aggregation layer through a unidirectional gateway. 
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Events are first inserted at the collection layer. They are then forwarded from the 

collection layer to the aggregation layer by aggregation layer gateway ObjectServers. 

This stage of event data flow is controlled by the ObjectServer field named SentToAgg. 

From the aggregation layer, events are forwarded by default to the display layer. The 

content of three dynamic tables, alerts.status, alerts.journal, and alerts.details, is 

forwarded up through the layers of the architecture. Events are defined by three 

parameters: Identifier, ServerName, and ServerSerial. Each identifier must be unique 

within an ObjectServer. For an individual event, its ServerName and ServerSerial 

remain the same throughout the life of that event. 
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This diagram highlights event display deduplication. New events have the SentToAgg 

flag set to zero. These events are forwarded from the collection layer to the aggregation 

layer for processing. Events and updates can flow freely to the display layer. The 

SentToAgg flag must be set to zero for these events and updates to flow up from the 

aggregation layer. An administrator can then control which data is forwarded after the 

events are inserted. Events are expired at the collection layer by using the field 

CollectionExpireTime. This field must be set to a value, such as 300 or 600. The 

purpose of CollectionExpireTime is to prevent unnecessary reinserts into the 

aggregation layer and ensure that unique events are passed to ticket and historical 

gateways correctly. The value of CollectionExpireTime is set to a value that best 

represents the desired lifetime of an event in the system. 
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Now that you completed this training, you can describe the function of each IBM Tivoli 

Netcool/OMNIbus multitier system architecture layer. You can recognize the subsystem 

components, plan an implementation, and check the flow of event messages in the 

system architecture. 
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